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We derive a second-order necessary condition for optimal control problems 
defined by ordinary differential equations with endpoint restrictions. This 
condition, based on a second-order restricted minimization test, bears a some- 
what similar relation to the Weierstrass F-condition (the Pontryagin maximum 
principle) as the Legendre and Jacobi conditions bear to the Euler-Lagrange 
equation. Specifically, in the context of relaxed controls, the E-condition for 
free endpoint problems asserts that if a function achieves its minimum over a 
convex set Q at some point p then its one-sided directional derivatives at ?j into Q 
are nonnegative. Our new condition, when applied to the special case of free end- 
point problems, corresponds to the observation that if such a one-sided direc- 
tional derivative at p is 0 then the corresponding second directional derivative is 
nonnegative. This new condition effectively supplements the Pontryagin 
maximum principle over the singular regimes of “weakly” normal extremals 
that are candidates for either a relaxed or an ordinary restricted minimum. Like 
some other second-order methods, this condition is global over the control set 
but, unlike the other tests, it is also global over time. A number of examples 
illustrate its use and behavior. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let y(u) represent the unique solution, if one exists, of the (vector) differentia1 
equation 
y(t) = j-+ ~(4 44) dr (t E T 2 [to ,hl), 
where the control (function) u may be selected from some given collection 4. 
We shall derive in this paper certain new second-order necessary conditions 
that must be satisfied by a control u which minimizes a function h”(y(~)(tl)) 
on the set (U E Q 1 hl(y(u)(t,)) = 0). H owever, in order to describe in very 
basic terms our approach to this problem and to compare it with other methods, 
we shall disregard the above endpoint restriction in our initial heuristic 
discussion. 
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Most of the methods that have been applied to this problem can be crudely 
represented by the following model: We construct a family {u,,, ] w E Q} of 
mappings u,: [%, $1 --f 9Y, where olo < 0 < 0~~ and, for each w, ~~(0) = zi 
and the functions 01+ ~~(a) A hO(y(u,(ar))(ti)) h ave continuous derivatives of 
appropriate order near 0. Then a. = 0 minimizes xw and therefore 
(a) if or, < 0 then x,‘(O) = 0 and x:(O) > 0 bJJEJ-3 
and 
(b) if c+, = 0 then, for each w E 9, 
either x,‘(O) > 0 or x,‘(O) = 0 and x:(O) >, 0. 
If 3! is a collection of functions from T to some open subset of Rk then the 
“Lagrange approach” is to choose for uw(a) functions of the form Q + 01w 
with 01~ < 0 < 01~ . Then the equality in (a) yields the Euler-Lagrange equations 
and the inequality yields the Legendre-Jacobi-Clebsch conditions. Some 
modern variants of this method, described in the survey paper of Gabasov 
and Kirillova [4], replace 01~ by 0 in order to handle problems in which the 
functions in % have a closed convex range. The “Weierstrass approach,” 
with many adaptations and modifications by present-day researchers, is to set 
cq)=o and u,(4(t) = w(a)(t) (t E [7w , 7, + LY]), uo(ti)(t) = u(t) elsewhere, 
where w represents some appropriately chosen “strong variations,” also referred 
to as “needles” or “bundles of needles” [4, p. 1481. With this approach, the 
inequality x,‘(O) 3 0 yields the Weierstrass E-condition and the more general 
Pontryagin maximum principle. The equality x,‘(O) = 0 (which occurs for w 
supported on the “singular regimes” of U) and the corresponding inequality 
x:(O) > 0 (and higher-order inequalities if x:(O) = 0) are at the basis of some 
of the studies discussed in [4] and of the investigations of Jacobson [8] and 
Krener [5]. 
The approach that we adopt is applicable to the case where @ is either a 
collection W+‘ of “original” (ordinary) control functions from T to some compact 
metric space R or the corresponding collection Y* of “relaxed” controls. 
Crudely speaking, while an ordinary control u E 92# has values u(t) E R, a 
relaxed control o has values a(t) that are probability measures on R, with 
f(t,y(t), a(t)) defined as jf(t, y(t), r) a(t)(dr). In the special case where, for 
almost all t E T, u(t) is the Dirac measure &ct) concentrated at a single point 
u(t) E R, we have 
Thus W* can be identified with a subset of .Y# consisting of functions whose 
values are a.e. Dirac measures. 
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It has been shown [6, 71 that a control u which minimizes hO(y(u)(t,)) over 
u E W# also yields the minimum over the larger set Y# (and a similar statement 
holds with endpoint restrictions present, subject to certain “weak” normality 
assumptions; see Step 3 in the proof of Theorem 2.2). Thus we may always 
replace 4? by .Y#. We select for u,(a) functions of the form 
u + cY(w - 22) (a E [O, 11, w E Yp#), 
where the linear operations are performed on measure-valued functions. Thus, 
even if u and w correspond to ordinary controls u1 and w1 (that is, a(t) = S+) , 
w(t) = &1(t) , where 6, is the Dirac measure at r) and if R C R!“, the function 
Y(‘C + OI(W - u)) is the solution of the equation 
y(t) = ltf(7, Y(T), $7) + ~[w(T) - U(T)]) dT 
to 
= (1 - a> f-f(T, J’(T), %(T.)) dT + c-i j-:f(T, Y(T), WI(T)) dT 
to 
and not of the equation 
Y(t) = /hTy m?‘(T), udT) + a[w~(T) - %(T)l) dT 
to 
that corresponds to the “Lagrange approach.” With our approach, as with 
that of Weierstrass, the inequality x,‘(O) > 0 yields a form of the Pontryagin 
maximum principle that is valid, however, for all z? E Y+ and not only for 
ordinary minimizing controls in 9 #. For those w (effectively present if ii is 
“singular”) for which x,‘(O) = 0, the relation x:(O) > 0, and analogous relations 
that are derived in the presence of endpoint restrictions, yield a new type 
of necessary conditions stated in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. The latter theorem 
is based on a second-order nonlinear programming test described in Theorem 
2.3, in which the condition analogous to x:(O) > 0 is generalized in the presence 
of side conditions. 
The necessary conditions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 require fewer or weaker 
assumptions than do the other previously mentioned tests or one recently 
developed by Agrachev and Gamkrelidze [l]. In particular, we assume that 
f(., w, r) is measurable, that ha, hl and f(t, ., .) are continuous and have con- 
tinuous second partial derivatives with respect to the state variable V, and 
that the ordinary controls are arbitrary measurable selections of a set-valued 
measurable mapping t - R#(t) with values that are closed subsets of a compact 
metric space R (which can be replaced by any open or closed subset of some Rk). 
The other tests (except for [l]) d ea with piecewise smooth controls with a 1 
time-independent finite-dimensional range and all of them (except possibly 
a modified form of Krener’s) require thatfadmit (usually high-order) derivatives 
with respect to the control variable r. 
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A basic feature that distinguishes our Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 from the other 
tests is the global character of the former. Whereas the other tests ultimately 
involve local relations (at one point t only), the conditions of Theorems 2.1 
and 2.2 simultaneously involve values over the entire “singular regime” or 
at arbitrarily many points T” ,..., 7L of the singular regime. It is such a global 
character that appears indispensable for second-order tests to be effective 
in many problems (such as Example III in Section 2) in which the only nonzero 
variations that preserve endpoint restrictions and are consistent with 
Pontryagin’s principle are variations involving several distinct points t 
simultaneously. 
Formally, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 seem to resemble most closely the results 
of Jacobson [8] who considered the special problem in which the control 
function is scalar, with values in [ - 1, 11, and f is linear in the control variable T. 
For problems of this kind without endpoint restrictions, Jacobson’s Condition 
(29) [8, p. 5831 is a special case of the last assertion of our Theorem 2.1, 
corresponding to the choice of K = 0. When endpoint restrictions are present, 
Jacobson’s Condition (89) [8, p. 5891 can be viewed as a limiting case of the 
inequality in Theorem 2.2(b) . m which ~(V)(S) = 0 except on a small interval. 
Because of the multiplicity and varying assumptions of higher-order con- 
ditions (of which those described in [4] do not apply to problems with endpoint 
restrictions), it is difficult to make general statements about the relative effec- 
tiveness of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 when the global character of our conditions 
offers no particular advantage. Our condition is ineffective for one of the 
examples of Gabasov and Kirillova [4, Example 6, p. 1441 and cannot replace 
certain tests of Krener’s. On the other hand, our test is effective in certain 
cases where a number of other applicable methods fail. This strongly problem- 
dependent behavior of various second-order tests should not be surprising. 
They are all necessary, but definitely not sufficient, conditions for minimum. 
They all study the behavior near u of the function u + hQ(u)(t,)) along 
different families of paths U, . Th e paths corresponding to a particular method 
may be very well suited for one problem but ill suited for another. 
We shall illustrate this differing behavior by comparing, on two simple 
examples, the relative effectiveness of the “Lagrange method” and our present 
method. In order to distinguish the corresponding results, we shall denote 
by ~~(a), respectively, x<*((Y), the values /z”( v(~~~(a))(ti)) obtained by Lagrange’s, 
respectively, our method. For our first example, we choose the following 
equations [4, Example 6, p. 1441: 
jQq = u&), A?(t) = y,(t)2 + 4y,(t) q(t) + ul(t)* a.e. in T = [O, 11, 
yl(O) = 32(O) = 0, (~1 , 44 E R = L-1, 112. how)) = Ya(lh 
with the control u(t) = (z+(t), u2(t)) = 0 (t E [0, 11). Following the Lagrange 
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approach, we replace (ur , us) by u,(or) = (0,O) + cl(wl , ws). Then a simple 
computation shows that, for all w, ~~‘(0) = 0 and 
p:(O) = 2 j-’ [2w,(t) + j-’ ~~(7) dij2 dt - 6 s,l WI(t)* dt. 
0 0 
If we choose c+(t) E -t/2 and up(t) E 1 then v:(O) = -4 and this rules out 
ii = 0 as a possible minimum. If, however, we follow our approach, then 
x,‘(O) 3 0 for all W, and x’(t) = 0 if w(t) is a.e. concentrated on the segment 
y1 = 0 in the square R = [-I, 112. For such W, we have 
x:(O) = 2 s,l [j- w(t)(dr)]2 dt2 0, 
and therefore u remains a candidate for an optimal control. Thus, for the 
above example, the Lagrange approach is effective but ours is not. In fact, 
it might be instructive to note that if we choose 8(t) concentrated at the point 
(-/B/2, j?), yielding ~~(a) = #“a(& - OL), h t en f or small /I the controls Q.(OL) = 
ii + ol(i;) - a) lie arbitrarily close (in the sense of the topology we define for 9’““) 
to ii = so , uniformly for all 01 E [0, 11, while 
X&‘(O) > 0 and xliil) < XdO) = 0 
Now consider the following example: 
91(t) = u(t), j,(t) = -yl(t)’ + u(t)2[1 - u(t)12 a.e. in T = [0, I], 
rm = Y2@) = 0, z-i(t) Ez 0, u(t) E R = [-2, 21, hO(Y(l)) = YzU)- 
Then the Lagrange approach yields for all w 
%J’(O) = 0, d(o) = 2 s,l [u(t)2 - ILt W(T) dj2] dt. 
Since {si W(T) dT12 < t s: W(T)’ d7, we have 
&C(O) 2 j-l [a + &t2] w(t)2 dt > 0, 
0 
leaving 0 as a candidate for optimal control. Applying our approach, we find 
that x,,‘(O) >, 0 for all w and x,‘(O) = 0 if w(t) is a.e. concentrated on (0, l}. 
If we select w(t) = 6, (the Dirac measure at 1) then x:(O) = - 1, and this 
shows that 0 cannot yield a minimum. Thus, in this case, our method is effective 
while the Lagrange method is not. 
We state our results in Section 2 and prove them in Section 3. In Section 2 
we also illustrate with three simple examples the application of Theorem 2.2 
to problems involving endpoint restrictions. Example II may be of some 
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independent interest: We exhibit in it two control functions, one extremal 
and the other nonextremal, that yield the same admissible trajectory which 
satisfies Clarke’s [2] maximum principle for the corresponding differential 
inclusion. 
Finally, we shall say a word about third-, or higher-, order conditions that 
might be obtained with our method. For problems without endpoint restrictions 
we can assert that for all w E Y#, 
or 
or 
XUJW > 0 
x,‘(O) = 0 and XC(O) I=- 0 
XUJ’P) = x3> = 0 and x30) 3 0, 
and that similar assertions hold with higher derivatives. Such assertions yield 
somewhat complicated general relations (analogous to Theorem 2.1) that can 
be effective in certain classes of problems. For example, if we replace, in the 
second problem above, the term -yi(t)” by -yr(t)” for any integer K 3 3 
then x,,‘(O) > 0 except if w(t)({O, 1)) = 1 . m which case x:)(O) = 0 for 1 < j < K. 
We observe, however, that for w = 6, we have x$(O) < 0 which now rules 
out P = 6, as an optimal control. Unfortunately, for problems with endpoint 
restrictions, we have been unable to derive reasonably manageable third- or 
higher-order generalizations of Theorem 2.3 and corresponding generalizations 
of Theorem 2.2. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND BASIC RESULTS 
Let T 2 [to , tt] C [w, let p denote the Lebesgue measure on T, let the terms 
“measurable” and “integrable” refer to CL, let n ~(1, 2,...}, let m ~(0, 1, 2,...} 
let I’ be an open subset of l?P, let R be a compact metric space, let X’(R) be 
the collection of closed nonempty subsets of R with the Hausdorff metric, 
let R*: T -X(R) be a measurable mapping [7, 1.7, p. 1461, let f: T x P’ x R --+ 
Iw”, let ho: Y + [w and let h’: V -+ Iw m. We define BY, the set of original (i.e., 
ordinary) controEfunctions, as the collection of all measurable selections of R# 
and we define Y+, the set of relaxed controls (or relaxed control functions), as 
the convex set of all measurable u: T + rpm(R) such that a(t)(R#(t)) = 1 
a.e. in T, where rpm(R) is the set of all Radon probability measures on R with 
the relative weak star topology of C(R)* [7, IV.3, pp. 279 ff.]. We embed R 
in rpm(R) and .I%# in Y# by identifying each r E R with the Dirac measure 
6, at Y. For any Radon measure w on R and any continuous #: R + [wk, we 
write 
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Consistently with our previous convention, $(Y - w) stands for #3, - w) = 
vYy) - 4(w) and 4(y - y’) 6 6(y) - W). 
We denote by ft, and fvv the first and second partial derivatives off with 
respect to its argument in I’, and similarly for other functions. If x: V --+ Rk 
and a, b E IFP, we sometimes write x’, x” for xv , xVV , and x,,~(v) ab for (xJw)a)b. 
We represent elements of R” by column vectors and of its dual (llP)* = 
9(lR”, [w) as row vectors. Thus, if x is real valued, we represent xv(w) by a 
row vector. We then also represent xVo(zl) by a square matrix, writing sometimes 
bTxav(v)a for xvU(t7) ub. We write A 0, 84, co ,4 for the interior, boundary, 
and convex hull of A, respectively. 
We assume that hi, hVi, hi, (i = 0, I), f(t, ., -), f,(t, ‘, .), and f&t, ., .) 
exist and are continuous for all t E T, that f (‘, ZI, Y) is measurable for all (v, Y) E 
I’ x R, and that for every bounded subset W of I’ there exists an integrable 
I,&,: T -+ R such that, for x = f, fv , f,,u and all (t, w, Y) E T x W x R, we 
have 1 ~(t, z), r)l < z&,(t). (Here, and in what follows, the choice of norms in 
finite-dimensional spaces is immaterial.) Finally, we assume given some 
6 E Y# such that the differential equation 
has a unique solution 7 = y(G) for a = 0, and we denote by y(o) the unique 
solution of the above equation if such a solution exists. 
The optimal control problems that we shall study deal with the determination 
of controls u that minimize P(y(o)(t,)) on the set 
10 E Af I wY(ml)) = 01, 
where &’ = S“+‘ or .s’ = 9”. More general control problems can be reduced 
to this form. For example, if A,, A, , and B are closed convex subsets of 
suitable finite-dimensional spaces and 
f:TxVxRxB+FP, (h”,hl): V x B--+[W x (w” 
given functions then we may wish to minimize hO(y(a, a0 , b)(t,)) subject to 
h’(y(o, uo, b)(t,)) E A, , where y(u, a,, b) is the unique solution of 
y(t) = uo + j-if (7, U(T), +I, b) d7 (t E T), 
to 
a0 E A,, b E B, and u E Y#. We can reduce this problem to the previous form 
by identifying ui E A, and b E B with the absolutely continuous functions on T 
with derivatives 0 and initial values a, and b, replacing hl(o, b) by h’(o, b) - a, , 
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and extending the differential equations to the interval [to - 1, to) by setting, 
for t < t, , 
3x9 = %(a i,(t) = &)7 &) = BP), 
where %(.), 01r(.), and /I(.) are control functions with ranges in A, , A, , and B, 
respectively. 
Returning to our previous problem, we shall refer to a control 0 E Y# as an 
admissible extremal if y(u) exists, hr(y(a)(t,)) = 0 and cr satisfies a generalized 
Pontryagin “minimum” principle, i.e., there exists 10 = (loo, ZrO) E [w x Iw” 
such that 10 # 0, Z,,O = 0 or 1, and 
+4Wf(t, rWh 4)) = Min 44Wfk r(4(Q y) 
PER*(t) 
a.e. in T, 
where * denotes the transpose or a row vector, I the unit n x n matrix, Z(u) 
the solution Z: T --f 6p(W, rWn) of the equation 
Z(t) = I + s,” Z(~)fpr(~, Y(+), 44) dT (t E 0, 
and 
(The function z(u) is the “dual” function of the maximum principle.) 
Let Z h Z(0). For a given vector 1 = (1,) Zr) E [w x [w” with lo E (0, l} 
and 1 # 0, we set 
g(w) A i l,W(o), 
i=O 
P(C VP y> A &J(~(~l)) W).f(h 09 y>, 
M(s) ii &v(%,)) + St’ [Z(+-’ ptw(T, F(T), G(T)) z(T)-l dT, 
s 
R’(t) A (Y’ E P(t) 1 p(t, y(t), Y’) = Min p(t, y(t), I)}, 
roR’(t) 
Y* h (V E Y+- 1 v(t)(R’(t)) = 1 a.e. in T}, 
mw 4 Z(4f(c r(t), 4t) - Wh 
B(m) A I+, J(t)* 4 - W), 
B”(W A Ai4 r(t)9 44 - W)- 
Thus the statement “6 E 9’*” is equivalent to saying that 6 is an extremal 
with 1” = 1. 
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The second-order necessary condition that we derive is stated in Theorem 2.2 
in a form applicable to optimal control problems with or without endpoint 
restrictions. However, because this condition is greatly simplified when there 
are no endpoint restrictions present, we first deal with the latter case separately. 
We shall denote by e(a) the number 1 if a > 0 and the number 3 if a = 0. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 0 yield the minimum of hO(y(o)(t,)) on either Y# or W+, 
and let g, p, M, R’, Y*, f, j, andj, be dejined as above for 1 = lo = 1. Then 
KEY* and 
(v E Y*). 
Moreover, there exists a set T’ C T such that /.L( T - T’) = 0 and 
THEOREM 2.2. Let .& denote either Y# or W# and assume that 6 yields the 
minimum of h”( y(u)(Q) on the set 
6~ E cd I W(4(tA) = 01. 
Then there exists I = (I,, II) E [w x IW such that lo E (0, 11, I # 0, and with 
g, p, 111, R’, Y*, f, ~3 and 3, de$ned correspondingly as above, we have 6 E Y*. 
Furthermore, if 1, = 1 then either 
(a) there exists X E Iw* such that h # 0 and 
~%‘(r(td) f(W Z 0 a.e. in T (u E Y*) 
or 
(b) the set P,l(jW j::h)(~) d I 7 YE y*> is convex and contains the 
origin of IP in its interior and, for every Y E sP* with 
hv’(S,)) 1; f<“>(T) d  = 0, 
we have 
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Finally, 
(c) if 1, = 1 and statement (b) is valid then there exists a set T’ C T such 
that p(T - T’) = 0 and 
provided k E {m, wz + l,... ), ri E T’, pi > 0, t, < r0 < ... < TV < t, , (Ii , fio,J E 
COMTi)f(~i , F(Ti), r - 4Tdh PJTt , F(Ti>, r - c(Ti))) I r E R’(Ti)19 
h,l( Atd) 5 PjL = 0, 
j=O 
and the set co{h,‘( r(t,))fj jj = O,..., k} contains 0 in its interior. 
Remark 1. We can interpret the inequality in statement (b) of Theorem 2.2 
in the following manner: For any v E 9’*, let X(V) = (x1(y), X*(V)) be the unique 
absolutely continuous solution of 
*1(t) = m(t), &(t) = [](v)(t)’ M(t) + j”(v)(t) Z(t)-l] xl(t) a.e. in T 
zc,(t,) = 0 E IF?, x*(tO) = 0 E R. 
Then Y = 6 yields the minimum of r2(v)(tl) subject to h,‘( r(Q) x,(v)(Q = 0. 
Thus our second-order condition is effectively equivalent to verifying that 6 
is an optimal solution of a control problem that is linear in its state functions 
and has its relaxed controls restricted to the set Y*. 
Remark 2. If the extremal control o that we test for optimality is an original 
(ordinary) control function, i.e., 6 E W#, then Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 yield 
(possibly weaker) results involving only original controls. Indeed, if we set 
W* & Y* n W#, i.e., 
W* = (p E 9s ] p(t, y(t), p(t)) = Min p(t, T(t), r) a.e.} 
r~R+(t) 
then the inequalities of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 remain valid with Y* replaced 
by W*. 
In the special case where R C IfP, R is convex, and r --f f (t, v, r) is linear, 
it is well known [7, VI.3.2, p. 3701 (and effectively implicit in Filippov’s early 
paper [3]) that relaxed controls and original controls are equivalent, and thus 
replacing Y* with S?* does not weaken the strength of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
Theorem 2.2 is based on Theorem 2.3 below in which we use the notation 
for the one-sided directional derivative at 4 in the direction of 4. 
505128/2-9 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let Q be a convex subset of a vector space 3, DC I, fj~ Qn D, 
m E (1, 2 ,... }, and 4 = (d,, , +1): D + R x [Wm. Assume that fw every choice of 
K A (qo ,**., q,,,+l) E Qm+2 thee exists cl, > 0 such that 
rnfl 
4 + C aj(qj - q) E D 
j=O 
wheneve a 2 (aO,..., am+‘) E S(0, 01~) (the open ball of center 0 and radius aK), 
and that the function 
a + 4 (f? + mT Uj(qj - q)) : S(0, aK) -+ R x lRm 
i=O 
has continuous econdderivatives. If q minimizes +. on the set {q E Q CT D 1 rpl(q) =0} 
then 
(1) there exists I = (1, , II) E R x W such that 1 # 0, lo E (0, l} u-d 
~=D+(q; q - q) >, 0 (4 E 8). 
Furthermore, if lo = 1 and we set 
Q* 4 {q E Q I ~=W(q; q - P> = 01 
then either 
(2a) there exists h E lFP such that X # 0 and 
~=DMq; q - q) > 0 (4 E 89 
or 
(2b) the set W1(4; q - q) I q E Q*> contains the origin of UP in its interior 
and, for every 4 E Q* with D&(4; 4 - (r) = 0, we have 
We shall illustrate the use of Theorem 2.2 with three simple examples. 
EXAMPLE I. Let T = [0, tJ, R*(t) = R = [- 1, I], n = 2, m = 1, V = UP, 
WVI 5 ~2) = 4, WV, , 3) = ~2 , f = (fi 9 f%-)* aER, 
fdt, vl, v2 , r) = (2 - a) v2* - r2, f& vl , v2 , r) = r. 
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We thus seek to minimize rl(tr) subject to 
j,(t) = (t - 4 r&)2 - 1 ~*4w), jz(t) = J ro(t)(dr) a.e. in [0, t;l, 
n(O) = h(O) = 0 and J&l) = 0. 
If we denote by 8, the Dirac measure at Y then we can easily verify that 
G(f) = is, + ;s-, (t E T) 
is an admissible extremal, yielding the solution 
y,(t) = -6 At) = a 
and corresponding to * I,, = 1, 11” = 0. We have Z(t) = 1, Y* is the collection 
of all Y E Y# with ~(t)({-1, 1)) = 1 a.e., 
Mw = 02 J(W) = (0, ~(~W> - 49({- W), 
p(t, 0, y) =.f&, 21, y), A& ii(t), W) = (Pid~))? Ws) = hi(S))> 
pij(t) = ?&j(S) = 0 if (i, j) f (2, 21, pdt) = 2(t - 0~1, 
m&s) = 2 
I 
:’ (T - a) dr = (tl - s)(tl + s - 24. 
Relation (a) is invalid because 
~:(~W)hW) = j- 4~ - 4(W) = f 4W) = MU)) - +N-11)s 
and the above expression takes on both positive and negative values for different 
choices of Y E Y*. Thus, if 6 is optimal then statement (c) must hold. For 
k = 1 and any 7,, ,rr E T’ with 0 < 7s < 71 < t, , we may choose 
Jo = (0, -Ml = (0, l), a=a= 1, 
and thus obtain 
This relation can hold for almost all To and Tl with 7. < TV only if 01 < 0. Thus, 
for (Y > 0, o cannot be optimal. It is easy to verify directly that 15 is optimal 
for ci < 0. 
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EXAMPLE II. Let T = [0, 11, R+(t) = R = [0, 11 x r-1, 11,~ = 2, m = 1, 
v = R2, ho@1 , %) = Vl , WJ,, , w.2) = 82 , f = (fi , fi), 
In view of Remark 2 following Theorem 2.2, we may restrict ourselves to original 
control functions. We thus seek to minimize yr( 1) subject to 
Mt) = Y&M4 + P&)1, Y*(t) = f%(t) - Yl(4, 
rm = Y*(O) = 0, YZU) = 0, 
fl@) E P, 11, r%(t) E L-1, 11. 
Now let 6 = p = (pr , ps) = 0 yielding 7 = ( y1 , &.) = 0. The control 
function G = p is an admissible extremal corresponding to lop = 1, IrP = 0. 
We shall apply Theorem 2.2 to show that i cannot be optimal. 
We have (for 5 = ii = 0, lop = 1, Zrfi = 0) 
Z(t) = (t 1 1 ;), Z(t)-1 = (l L t ;,, B?* = 9P, M(t) = 0. 
Statement (a) is invalid because 
v(~)(1))m(~) = (t - 1, 1)W, %(m = 5?(t) 
and vZ(t) can take on both positive and negative values for different 
Y = (Yl ) VJ Es?*. 
Now let K = 1, 0 < 7. < or < 1. We may choose 
th > ALO) = ((0, --11, (0, on 
corresponding to yl = 1, y2 = -1, and 
tfl T fiv.1) = ((09 119 (0, m 
corresponding to rl = 1, y2 = 1. With B1 = & = 1, we have 
Thus, if C? is optimal, then statement (c) implies 
:AJ.o~(,)-lJ, +AL1‘w1Ml + +Hv.lwl)-lJTl 
= A.1 -%Nil + m = -1 2 0, 
a contradiction. Thus 6 is not optimal. 
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We next remark that the same conclusion follows from the observation that 
the trajectory 7 = 0 is also generated by the nonextremal control function 
5 = p” = (1,0) E W#. We can utilize this observation to argue that, at least in 
the present state of knowledge, the more specialized formulation of a problem 
in terms of a control function may be more useful than the formulation in 
terms of a differential inclusion. The maximum principle derived by Clarke 
[2, p. 2601 for differential inclusions-and the only one of this kind now known- 
is satisfied for our problem by 7 = 0 and thus leaves open the possibility that p 
is optimal. On the other hand, the maximum principle in the control formulation 
rules out J as optimal if we can find, as in this case, a nonextremal control 
6 that generates 7. Finally, Theorem 2.2 rules out J = 0 as optimal even without 
finding a nonextremal control associated with J. 
EXAMPLE III. Let 4: [0, l] ---f [-1, l] b e nonincreasing, with values 1 on 
[0, $1, 0 on [$, $1, and -1 on [z, 11, but otherwise arbitrary. We seek to minimize 
y*(l) subject to 
Y E R+(t) = R = [-1, 11, Yl(O> = Y2Kv = 0 
and with the endpoint restriction n(l) = 0. 
We verify that 6 = 6, , corresponding to the ordinary control function p = 0 
and y = 0, is an admissible extremal with l,,P = 1, IIP = 0. An easy computation 
shows that the set Y* (of variations consistent with Pontryagin’s principle) is 
the collection of all v E 9’s with the probability measure v(t) concentrated on 
(O,+(t)} a.e. Theorem 2.2 implies that 6 = p = 6, is optimal only if 
-J“ [f” d7 j- +)(dr)]’ dt > 0 
0 0 
for all Y E sP* with J-k d7 jTy(T)(dr) = 0. S’ mce the choice of v(t) concentrated 
at {4(t)} for t E [0, $1 u [z, l] and at (0) for t E (8, 2) contradicts this condition, 
we conclude that 5 = 6, is not optimal. We also observe that the only nontrivial 
choices of v compatible with Pontryagin’s principle (i.e., v E: 9’*) are those 
where v(t) is concentrated on {4(t)} for some values of t both in [0, +] and in 
[$, 11. Thus no second-order conditions without a “global” character are likely 
to be effective for this, or similar, problems. 
3. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 2.3, Step 1. Let 
505/28!2-IO 
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Since the function (ml, w”) -+ 4(~ + wl(ql - q) + ws(q2 - q)) is differentiable 
near (wl, w2) = 0, we have 
wa e71 + (1 - 4 42 - !a = &%z 41 - 4) + (1 - 4 WB; 42 - !a 
whenever (Y E [0, I] and qr , q2 E Q. Thus W is a convex subset of R x Rm and 
it easily follows from the properties of convex sets that either there exists some I 
as described in statement (1) or there exist points Ei A (&,i, 5,‘) E W and 
numbers p > 0 (i = O,..., m) such that 
Eo8’ = 1, .&i < 0, 2 P.&i = 0, 
i=O 
and the set {to,..., 5”) is linearly independent. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that the latter is the case. Then there exists 
K = ho ,.-., qm , qm) E Qm+2 such that p = D#(g; qi - 4). The function 
w = (WO,..., w-~-(~owj~~1(~+~ow~~qj-4~)j~ 
defined for w E S(0, o(~), is continuously differentiable and its derivative at 
w = 0 is the matrix with columns (1, D&(ij; qi - q)). We easily verify that this 
matrix is nonsingular. Thus, by the classical inverse function theorem, there 
exist 7 > 0 and a C2 mapping U: [0, jj] + Rm+l such that 
u(0) = 0, f S(y) = y, 
j=o 
f d’(0) = 1, 
i=O 
j; 40) Dd,(& G - 4) = 0, 
we have U’(O) = fi i (/IO,..., pm) and th ere ore f uj(r) > 0 and x2,, #j(r) < 1 
for y E (0, 71 if 7 is chosen sufficiently small. Furthermore, if we set 
$&z(o)) = -f. Bi D+(q; qi - 4) = f fl’t’ (4) 
j-0 
and therefore, by (3) and (4), for sufficiently small positive y, 
4~) E Q, docw < Am and dlWN = 0. 
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This contradicts the assumption that 4 minimizes & on Q n D subject to 
+i(q) = 0. Thus statement (1) is valid. 
Step 2. Now assume that 1, = 1. We observe that Q* is a convex subset of 
Q containing q. Therefore the set 
is convex and contains 0. If 0 E i?W* then there exists some h E RF such that 
A#0 and XTW >, 0 (w E W”), 
and thus X satisfies statement (2a). If 0 E (W*)O then there exist points qi E W* 
and numbers Bi > 0 (i = O,..., m) such that 
2 ej = 1, 
j=O 
f ej$ = 0, 
j=O 
and the points TO,..., 7m are the vertices of a simplex in UP. If the latter is the 
case and 
pi E Q*, 7” = DA(q; Pi - q) (i = o,..., m) 
then we conclude, using the argument of Step 1, that there exist y. E (0, I] and 
a C* mapping V: [0, yo] -+ [0, Ilm+r such that 
m 
w(0) = 0, d(o) = e b p,..., em), c f4Y) = Y, 
j=O 
(5) 
(Y E Lo, YOlh 
We set 
and observe that q + x:j”=, +)(pj - Q) E Q* and that y = 0 minimizes #o on 
10, yo]. We have, for y E [0, yo], 
(L,‘(Y) = $oWYN a’(r), (6) 
MY) = v’(rY dlwr)) V’(Y) + $&WY>) V”(Y)7 (7) 
and by (5), 
4T$&4Y>) V’(Y) = 09 (8) 
~‘b)=(~*T~l)“(~(rN V’(Y) + v-~l’(~(Y)) w”(r) = 0. (9) 
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Since p, E Q*, we have 
WO(!T; Pi - 4) + hTD+l(q; Pi - Q) = 0 (i = o,..., m); 
hence 
$0’(O) + 4’iG,‘(O) = 0 (10) 
and, by (6), (8), and (lo), 
#o’(O) = [&yO) + 4’$xo1 qy = 0. 
Thus, by (5), (7), (9), and (1% 
Since &‘(O) = 0 and y = 0 minimizes I& on [0, ~1, we conclude that 
Step 3. Assume that 1, = 1 and (2a) does not hold. Then, as we have seen 
in Step 2, 0 E (B’*)O. Now let Q E Q* and D4,(q; p - 4) = 0, and let pi , $, 8” 
be as defined in Step 2. Then, for any T E (0, 11, we have 
and 
Thus the arguments of Step 2 hold with pi and $ replaced by hi and 77i, respec- 
tively, and yield 
eWo,7 + 4%,,)v~~ 3 0, (12) 
where 
$k,s~“,..., w”) A & 
( 
q + 2 wy7pi + (1 - T)Cj - q] . 
i=O ) 
By assumption, the second derivatives of Jo,, 
of 7. Thus lim,,, q:,,(O) 
and I,&~ are continuous functions 
is a matrix whose every coefficient equals c$(O). Since 
xi”, Bi = 1, relation (12) implies that 
(A + ~IQw 2 0. Q.E.D. 
We shall require the following simple lemma in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
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LEMMA. Let m, k E (1, 2 ,... }, k > m + 1, vi , vi’ E R”, 
c > O), 
k 
,3i > 0 (1 = l,..., k; 
0 E (co{e’i ,..., vk})‘. 
Then there exist l o > 0 and fliC > 0 (i = I,..., k, 0 < E < eO) such that 
and lim pi’ = pi . E’O+ 
Proof. Since the linear span of {vi ,..., vk} covers a neighborhood of W”, 
there exists a linearly independent subset of {vl ,..., vk} with m elements, and 
we may relabel the indices so that the set {vr ,..., vm} is linearly independent. 
It follows that, for sufficiently small E, the set (a,‘,..., vmC} is independent. Thus 
the matrix Mf with columns v,~,..., v~,,’ is nonsingular. The linear equation 
j=mfl 
has a solution xr = (x1(,..., xmf) = -(M-l Cik,,+i fijvj’. Since lim,o+(MC)-l = 
M-l, where M is the matrix with columns zli ,..., v.~ , we conclude that 
lim,,o+ xE = (pi ,..., pm). Thus the choice of 
Pi’ = xie (i = l,..., m), pi' = Pi (i > m) 
satisfies our assertion for all sufficiently small E. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. We shall only prove Theorem 2.2 in the case 
where m > 1. The case m = 0, which yields Theorem 2.1, can be handled in 
a similar, and much simpler, fashion. 
Step 1. We first assume that & = 9’s. Let I be the real vector space of 
all linear combinations of elements of 5“s. We denote by D the collection of 
all Y ~95 such that the differential equation 
r(t) = (fh ~(4 44) dT (t E T) 
has a unique solution y(v), and we set 
HAC,QAY#, - 4(4 A ($0 > A)(4 ii (ho, WMWd (v E D). 
It follows easily from our assumptions and standard theorems on differential 
equations that the conditions of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied. Furthermore, if 
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v E 9’# and we denote by qor and yaa the first and second derivatives at 01 = d of 
the function a - ~(5 + a(v 2 C)), then we have 
We observe that &(T, y(T), i?(T)) is a symmetric and integrable matrix and that, 
for a symmetric integrable A: T + P’(W, IFP), we have 
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Thus an easy computation shows that 
It follows now from Theorem 2.3 that 
whence we conclude, as in [7, VI.2.3 (Step 2), pp. 360-3611, that 5 E Y* = Q*. 
Statements (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.2 now follow from statements (2a), (2b), 
respectively, of Theorem 2.3, with Y* replacing Q*. It remains therefore to 
prove statement (c). 
Step 2. Let 1, = 1 and statement (b) be valid. We first observe that we may 
assume, without loss of generality, that 4(t) = &+,(t) = 1, where W is some 
bounded open subset of F’ containing J( 7’). Indeed, all our previous arguments 
remain valid if I’ is replaced by W; furthermore, if in the differential equation 
Y(t) = (f(T, Y(T), u(T)) dT (t E T) 
we replace the independent variable t by 0 = & [#(s) + l] ds, then we obtain 
an equation of a similar form, with f divided by /i(t) + 1. If statement (c) is 
valid for the transformed equation then it will remain valid for the original one 
because: 0 is a strictly monotonic function oft; a set of values of 0 has measure 0 
if and only if the corresponding set of t’s has measure 0; and arbitrary positive 
multiples of h,l( $tl))fj have a convex hull containing 0 in its interior if this 
is true for these points themselves. We may therefore assume henceforth that 
f, fv , and fvv are bounded. 
Let H(t) 2 MinrERiCu) p(t,y(t), r). By Castaing’s theorems [7, 1.7.6 and 
1.7.8, pp. 150, 1521, the functions 
t + H(t): T+ R and t+R’(t): T-+X(R) 
are measurable and there exist an at most countable set W,’ = {pr , pa ,...} of 
measurable selections of R’( .) and a set 2” C T such that p( T - T’) = 0 and 
{PI(t), pJt),...} is dense in R’(t) for all t E T’. As is well known (and easily derived 
from Lusin’s theorem), every measurable function x from T to a separable 
metric space is approximately continuous a.e., i.e., 
;;F+ +((T E T 1 1 7 - t 1 < y, 4x(t), X(T)) > ~1) = 0 
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for almost all t E T and all E > 0. We may therefore choose T’ so that the 
functions 6, p1 , pz ,..., 
and 
t -+f(t, P(t), .): T + C(R, UP) 
t -P& St), .I: T --+ C(R VW*) 
are approximately continuous on T’. 
Now let E > 0. If k, 7i , /Ii , fi , and jv,i satisfy the conditions of (c) then, by 
Caratheodory’s theorem on convex hulls, for each i = O,..., k there exist 2n + 1 
points rj” (j = O,..., 2n) 
C;:, CL; = 1 and 
in R’(TJ and 2n + 1 numbers 01~’ E [0, l] such that 
(13) 
We can choose elements uji E W,’ such that 
Ifi’ -fi I ( E and I Pt., -Pu.i I < Ef (14) 
where fit, P:,~ are defined by the right-hand sides of (13), with rji replaced by 
Use. We set 
and observe that vie E Y* and each f(vif)(.) and j&(v~~)(.) is approximately 
continuous at Ti . We have 
Ll+ y-1 f’ - f(Vi’)(T) dT = f(Vi’)(Tt> =h’ 
+t- 
and therefore it follows from the lemma that there exist numbers yE E (0, c] and 
Pi’ > 0 such that 
and 
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T(E, 4 A [Ti - Ye ,%I, A< LL (,z$ Br’)’ kc, 
q(t) = q(t) if t E T(E, z), C;(t) = G(f) if t# T(E,~); 
and observe that v’ E Y* and 
Thus the inequality of (b) is valid for v = YE and all sufficiently small positive E, 
and yields 
If we take account of the fact that each f(vjE) and n(vjc) is bounded and ap- 
proximately continuous at 7. ,. . ., Q. , then we can deduce from the last inequality, 
by letting E + O+, that 
+ 4 f Bitflfil(Ti> + Pa,iz(Ti)F1l C Pjh\ 2 O, -1 
i=O 7,=r* 
whence we derive the conclusion of (c). 
Step 3. It remains to consider the case & = 9s. We first recall that Y# 
can be embedded, as a compact convex subset, in L’(Z’, C(R))* endowed with 
a “weak” norm [7, IV.3.11, p. 2871, and that the control 6 that minimizes 
ho(&)(Q) on the set {p E 9P 1 K(y(p)(t,)) = O} is an admissible extremal 
[7, VI.2.3, p. 3571. Thus there exists a vector 1 = (Z, , Zr) satisfying the first 
assertion of the theorem. We shall next prove that either a similar vector (I,, Ii) 
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can be chosen with Z,, = 0, in which case the theorem is clearly valid, or there 
exists a neighborhood N of ~5 in Y# such that G minimizes hO(y(a)(t,)) on the 
set {U EN 1 ZG(y(a)(t,)) = O}. Indeed, assume that no such neighborhood N 
exists. Then there exists a sequence (ui) in Y# converging to 5 and such that 
WY(~i&I)) = 0 and ~O(Y(ui)(h)) < ~O(Y(wl)) 6. = 1, L.). 
By [7, V.3.4, pp. 3141 (applied to our present problem), for each i there exists 
Zri E Iw” such that 1 Zli 1 = 1 and ui is an admissible extremal corresponding to 
Pi = (0, Zri). Thus we have 
I 
t1 
~;rk,l(~(d~,N -Wi)(4f(~, r(ut)(d 44 - 44) dT 2 0 (u E 9""). 
to 
It can be easily verified, using [7, VI.2.9, p. 2781, that the functions 
u+y(u): 5-t C(T, UP) and u + Z(u) : Y# + C( T, Jq R”, LIP)) 
are continuous and we may assume (replacing (ui) by an appropriate subsequence) 
that there exists lI E EP such that lim, Zri = ZI and ( Zr 1 = 1. It follows then that 
I 
t1 
~I%~(Y(~(G)) -W)(4f(~, y(W), 4~) - +)) dT 3 0 (u E ,.!Y”) 
to 
whence we can easily deduce (as in [7, VI.2.3, Step 2, p. 3601) that 6 is an 
admissible extremal corresponding to Z = (0, II). 
Thus, if IO = 1 and statement (a) is not valid then there exists a closed ball N 
in Y* with center 0 and a positive radius such that 15 minimizes hO(y(o)(tl)) on 
the set (u E N 1 h’(y(u)(t,) = 0). Since N is a convex and compact subset of Yx, 
all the arguments of Steps 1 and 2 remain valid with Y# replaced by N, and 
they yield statement (b) of the theorem, with Y* replaced by N* 6 N n .Y*. 
However, the compact metric space Y* is (metrically) bounded and thus there 
exists /3 > 0 such that, for every Y E P’*, we have C? + /3(~ - 6) EN*. It 
follows that statement (b) must also be valid in its original form. Q.E.D. 
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